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Abstract: Kidney failure is a condition where the function of kidney gets disabled. In order to sustain in life, dialysis is predominantly adopted. The dialysis is a technical replacement of function of kidney and it is of two types. In considering the long term blood filtering process, the hemodialysis will be an efficient device in replacing the renal functioning but it was currently performed in the stationary mode. In order to fulfill the life supporting requirement, the “Miniaturized portable hemodialysis” device has been introduced which will be portable than the conventional ones. In order to enhance their features, the chambered dialysate technology and the specialized filtering mechanism has been fabricated to this project device. In the process of rectifying the technical errors, sensor indications are implemented for safety measures. In focusing towards the portable mechanism, the battery backup has been applied in this device which can perform patient dialysis in transferable mode.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the total population of the world, 48.7 percent of the people are affected by kidney failure. The kidney failure is the condition where the functioning of the kidney is disabled [1]. The kidney is the pair of bean shaped organs located in the retroperitoneal space. The nephron is the major structural and functional unit of the kidney. The main functions of the kidney are to filter the blood and removal of waste products and electrolyte maintenance of the body. The collected waste products are converted into urine and it is excreted through urine. The kidney failure is of two conditions: acute kidney failure and chronic kidney failure [15] [27]. The acute kidney failure is nothing but the temporary halt of the kidney [2]. This acute level conditioned patients do not need the fistula surgery, for which they will be undergoing a few count of dialysis through the catheter. The chronic level kidney failure is which the functioning of the kidney gets permanently disabled, and this condition will be treated with lifelong dialysis or renal replacement therapy [3]. AV graft or AV fistula will be done for long term medication [19]. The electrolyte imbalance, back pain, leg swelling, the unsedimentation of dead cells, etc are the symptoms of kidney disease [30].

The body cannot function without the support of kidney, and in order to sustain in life, dialysis was adopted [11]. The dialysis is the technical replacement of kidney function which is performed thrice a week. Dialyzer removes the excess water solutes and other toxic products from the blood. This dialysis is performed in a stationary mode and the patient should only reach the hospital to get treated [12]. This hinders the mobility of patients and leads to mental stress. The elder patients experience high inconvenience in frequent travelling to the hospitals [13].

We as a team of biomedical engineers had an intend view on this complication and designed a prototype of miniaturized portable dialysis, which will perform dialysis in conveniently mobile mode and the patients can be performed dialysis in their comfort zone. The function of the device will support the renal failure patients to the fullest.

The flow of the article is constructed in such a way that the concept of complication due to the unavailability of dialysis machine is briefed in section II. It is further preceded with the mechanism of existing technologies in section III. Section IV consists of the proposed solution and Section V says about the system description. In section VI the article gets enclosed with the results and discussion.

II. QUIETUS RATE

Kidney failure is a disabled function of the renal elements of the kidney. According to the world health organization report of 2018, the intake supplements of people is the root of the kidney failure [4]. The death rate due to renal failure depend on many factors alike unavailability of machine, technical error, pressure deviation, etc [23]. The medical error also leads to 14% of death in dialysis [5]. In Kenya, 18 dialysis patients die per day due to the unavailability of machine [29].

The deviation in the pressure acts as the major factor for the elderly patient death [22]. As a result, the morbidity rate due to the renal failure death is about 28%.
III. EXISTING SOLUTION

Artificial kidney or Dialysis is the technical replacement of kidney. The dialysis is the process of eliminating the excess water, waste particles and the toxins of the blood. It also maintains the fluid balance of the body. The dialysis has two methodologies in major: hemodialysis and peritoneal dialysis [6]. The hemodialysis is a process of performing dialysis with dialyser chamber and the ultrafiltration is done in dialyser chamber by taking blood outside the body and electrolyte exchange is also performed [14]. AV fistula surgery and AV graft is done for long term dialysis [21]. The peritoneal dialysis is the process of doing medication in the peritoneal cavity [28]. The abdomen acts as the porous membrane through which the ultrafiltration and electrolyte exchange is done [7]. Once the dialysis process is over, the blood is allowed into vein and the dialysate liquid is drained out. Peritoneal dialysis is done with the fixation of catheter in abdomen area [8]. As considered, efficient hemodialysis is applied into the various applications like Nocturnal dialysis, which is performed at night during sleeping and it wants around 7 hours of time [9] [10]. The NX Stage is a company that currently provides the homely hemodialysis, which comforts the patient by rendering dialysis at home [18] [24]. Continuous renal replacement therapy is accident mode dialysis and also long term dialysis is performed around 24 hours. The multimedications can be done along with dialysis in general [16].

IV. PROPOSED SOLUTION

Our team have undergone the depth literature survey and hospital survey and analyzed the barriers of renal failure patients.

![Fig. 1.Methodology](image)

The renal disabled patients are highly suffering with their non-mobility medication process. Our team has viewed it as a serious issue and we decided to bring a solution for it, there we came up with an idea “Miniaturized Portable Hemodialysis”.

The project device (Fig. 1) which we have designed will be solidly supporting the renal failure patients with both the ultra-filtration process and electrolyte exchange process. Initially, the water and the bicarbonate solution get suctioned by the degassing motors and allowed into the mixing chamber. The mixing chamber will mix both the water and bicarbonate solution and the dialysate solution is prepared in this chamber. The dialysate solution is transported to the dialyzer membrane, where the ultra-filtration and the electrolyte exchange are done.

During the dialysis process, the used dialysis is eliminated through the exit tube, which is connected to the charcoal electrolyte filter. The charcoal electrolyte filter will filter the used dialysate solution and reduce the bicarbonate content in the solution and the remaining water content can be used as a water supplement for the dialysis process [20]. The RGB sensor is fixed in the exit tube to monitor the blood leakage from the dialyzer membrane [17]. The process is kept on repeating as a cycle and the medication is done.

V. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

The evolution of dialysis machine has occurred based on the essentiality and need of the patients. The mechanical construction of hemodialysis has also altered with the convenience for installment of updated technologies. In comparing the current marketable dialysis machine and proposed device, the water recycling process hasn’t been enhanced till now. [20]The current dialysis machine requires a separable water plant for the supply of adequate water needed for medication [2]. Whereas, in our project device the electrolyte charcoal filter has been fixed to reduce the need of water. The motors which are used in current marketable device are over capacitive for the process of dialysis so we have constructed the device with the mini and low volt motors. [11]The priming system is very essential in case of long tubing like normal hemodialysis machine, but we have made it with convenient length which is easy cleanable and affordable. [17]The steps towards physician less dialysis is very much less in the current mechanism, but the project device is well enhanced with the safety measures using sensor alert systems. By increasing rate of capillary gravitational pressure in the machine with cycled liquid flow in our project device [29], the role play if blood pump becomes unneeded. In order to make the device as the easy portable one some of the inbuilt gadgets have been miniaturized with microcontrollers.

VI. SYSTEM SOLUTION

The miniaturized portable hemodialysis is a project device which is designed to be used as a portable medication device (Fig. 2). Initially, the water and the dialysate solution get suctioned by the degassing motors 1 and 2, which works based on the operational inputs from the power supply of single 12V (1.3A) battery and the speed of the motor is controlled by the Pulse With Modulation (PWM). Both the solutions are allowed to the mixer chamber where both the solutions get mixed in the ratio of 34:1, and the dialysate solution is prepared as an outcome of this.

The dialysate solution is transported to the dialyser membrane by degassing motor 3, which is controlled by the PWM for controlling it in specific speed. The dialyser membrane is a chamber where ultra-filtration and electrolyte exchange greatly occurs. During the dialysis process, the used dialysis is eliminated through the exit tube, the exit tube is get connected to the stainless steel charcoal electrolyte filter.

The stainless steel charcoal electrolyte filter will filter the used dialysate solution and
reduce the bicarbonate content in the solution up to 55% and the remaining water content can be used as a water supplement for that dialysis process. By this, filtering process the water content used for a dialysis, and is reduced into half. It will be convenient for portable purpose. The RGB sensor is fixed in the exit tube to monitor the blood leakage from the dialyzer membrane. The RGB sensor receives its control from the Arduino UNO R3. The detection of blood program is dumped into the sensor through Arduino. If the sensor detects the red colour, the buzzer connected to Arduino starts the alarm.

**Fig. 2. Block diagram of dialysis machine**

**A. Mixing Chamber**

The mixing chamber is used to prepare the dialysate solution by combining water and sodium bicarbonate. The water and the sodium bicarbonate solution (NaHCO₃) are allowed inside the mixing chamber (Fig. 3), which gets mixed with the mixing coupler by the rotating action of 5v motor. The motor functions with the power supply from the 9V battery. This setup is enclosed with the plastic lids.

**Fig. 3. Mixing chamber**

**B. Dialyzer**

Dialyzer is a membrane and tends to be the main and major component in hemodialysis that performs the function of ultra filtration and electrolyte exchange. The Fresenius Helixone FX 5 dialyzer (Fig. 4) with the dual dialysate flow connection and dual blood flow connection is specially used for the high flux dialysis for the patients who are having normal pressure level. The total membrane pressure of the dialyzer is up to 600mmhg. It is the dual sterile porous membrane. The dialyzer is a porous membrane which performs the ultra filtration through the porous alignment process. The electrolyte supplement residuals of blood will be removed through dialyzer.

**Fig. 4. Dialyzer**

**C. Degassing Motor**

The degassing motor consists of two connections, where one drives/draws the liquid from I/P port and delivers the same through O/P port. This is a direct current motor (Fig. 5) and the voltage level is 12V and the rated current is in the range of 500mA. The water flow rate is limited up to the 100ml/min. The pressure range
of the water is up to 14.5 PSI. The noise level of the motor is up to 65dB. The motor performance will get deviated according to its source of power. The speed of motor is adjusted with the PWM. The 12V (1.3mA) battery can be used as a power source for functioning this motor.

Fig. 5. Degassing motor

D. Filter
The filter will separate the non-soluble precipitate like sodium bicarbonate in a corresponding ratio which filters in the rate of 100ml/sec. The stainless steel charcoal electrolyte (typically combined in one step) is fixed in the inner chamber of filter (Fig. 6). It separates the bicarbonate contents in solution. The existing rate of filter is 10 months. In the case of expiry, it will lose its efficiency. The ratio of calcium and magnesium was filtered up to 55% in the bicarbonate solution.

Fig. 6. Charcoal Electrolyte Filter

E. PWM Controller
The pulse with modulation control board (Fig. 7) is used to control the rotation per minute of the motor. The rotating module of the motor is get controlled by the PWM with the varied pulse provided by the controller the positive and negative module of both the motor and the battery is connected to the PWM, and it controls the speed of motor which will reduce the suction and supply capacity of the motor and the quantity of solution that can be driven.

Fig. 7. Pulse with modulation Controller

F. RGB Sensor
RGB sensor or color sensor is used to convert the color light to frequency. This color sensor module is combined with silicone photodiode and frequency converter. This color sensor (Fig. 8) allows both the digital input and digital output. The output frequency is differentiated in three scales. This specific module is easy to connect with the breadboard. The power supply is in range of 2.7 volt to 5.5 volt. Color sensor module is highly used in medical imaging equipments. The color coding is user friendly and so the program can be easily implemented.

Fig. 8. RGB Sensor

G. Arduino
Arduino UNO R3 (Fig. 9) is a sensor which is the combination of hardware and software. It is the microcontroller design layout which is fabricated based on the microchip. It is made in a single board and acts as a communicative object between digital devices. The arduino is employed in this device, and this is used to control the RGB sensor by code and it is also used to alarm the buzzer if the sensor detects red color.

Fig. 9. Arduino

H. Acidic Sodium Bicarbonate
The sodium bicarbonate solution is prepared with the combination of RO water and bicarbonate salt (Fig. 10). The combination ratio of sodium bicarbonate solution is 1(NaHCO3): 34(RO Water). In 1 liter of water, 60 grams of sodium bicarbonate salt is added to prepare a bicarbonate solution. This solution acts as a major component of dialysate solution. The acidic solution is added with the NaHCO3 to make it into acidic form.

Fig. 10. Acidic Sodium Bicarbonate Solution
which to satisfy the portable necessity. The device liquid flow and rate of ultra filtration is constructed in such a way of maintaining dialytic weight of the patients and balancing the long term medication process. The portable hemodialysis machine will constantly support the patients to undergo their dialysis in their comfort zone.
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